Precious Metal Stock Review
Welcome to my inaugural newsletter. Seeing as I am still working at
finishing my new website as well as keeping up with everything in the
business I will try and keep this short. I am offering you a free month of
watch my portfolio as an early subscriber to my newsletter. I must complete
my disclaimer for legal reasons and I hope to have it done some time next
week. I will be sending my portfolio weightings out to you twice a month; at
the beginning and the end. It will be through an email and if you have any
questions or concerns please do email me at
newsletter@preciousmetalstockreview.com. I hope to open your eyes you to
some great stocks and help you through the woods in this terribly confusing
Junior and Exploration market.

My format will be simple technical analysis and big picture
fundamentals as that fits my trading style. To make really big money you
have to spot the trend then use technical analysis to find entry points and
you must have boatloads of patience. I promise you, patience will be
rewarded. One strategy I employ is to set aside a dollar amount every
month and invest it in Junior and Exploration stocks. Whether things are up
or down averaging in is a great way to play a big long-term trend. Here you
will not get rich over night but accumulate wealth over time and at times
with spectacular and quick gains.

The fundamentals for precious metals keep getting better by the day.
There is bad news every single day regarding the financial stocks, inflation,
and geopolitical turmoil. While watching Ben Bernanke testify this week it
just makes me gag how congress has no clue on what questions to really
ask and the fact that they show so much respect for this man who is ruining
the US currency. I urge you to watch Mr. Ron Paul’s exchange with him
http://video.google.ca/videoplay?docid=1379204622105355215&q=Ron+Pa
ul&total=34120&start=40&num=10&so=1&type=search&plindex=0. After
the testimony finished he was interviewed via phone on FOX business
channel. They talk about stagflation. Stagflation is simply, and increase in

money supply (inflation) coupled with slowing economic growth. This is
worse than either inflation or deflation alone. Here are his comments on
FOX
http://video.google.ca/videoplay?docid=8100929168684723391&q=Ron+Pa
ul&total=34123&start=30&num=10&so=1&type=search&plindex=7. Believe
it or not I am not urging you to support or vote for Dr. Ron Paul but I do ask
you consider his theories and beliefs as I believe they are the only way
America will survive this crisis with its current “Empire” status.

This past week a reliable source informed me that since Europe’s
Junior and Exploration market is small, many of Europe’s big banks and
investment firms are opening branches in Canada in order to gain easier
access to the large market there on both the Toronto and Vancouver
exchanges. It will only take a small amount of money to move Junior and
Exploration stocks a large percentage. So far in my career I have had the
privilege to be privy to 100% gains in a week or less on news, these types of
events will become more frequent as time passes and as I have stated this is
the best opportunity to buy Junior and Exploration stocks since this bull
began.

Technical Charts:

WOW! How’s that for a six month chart. $300 in six months, unreal
and it has much further to go over time. Looks strong to me and could pull
back to $900 tomorrow to the 50 day moving average and still not violate its
uptrend. Try and find a chart that looks like that other than here! Honestly
nothing goes up any faster, other than at the blow off peak which is still
years away. I get giddy thinking about it!

WOW! How’s that for a six month chart. Silver can fall to $16.50 or so and
not be hurt. There really isn’t much to say as this picture paints a thousand
words.

WOW! How’s that for a six month chart. Sorry I don’t know what else to
say! Platinum has taken off like a rocket since mid January launching over
$500 dollars an ounce. As I peer into my crystal ball, well my monitor, I see
that Gold will one day have a chart that looks eerily similar to this one. The
relationship between gold and platinum has correlated historically until the
past few years when Platinum took off. Will Gold the tortoise catch Platinum
the hare one day? Time will tell but I prefer slow and steady myself.

Looks like it has some catching up to do! Palladium has been on fire
especially since the power crisis in South Africa became official and is
squeezing supply now and for the at least the next couple years. There are
some great companies that are very much undervalued and look like the
inverse to their products. Please check my charts section on my website
which will be updated weekly for some more technical analysis. Have a
great week.
Best Regards,
Warren Bevan

